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The legend of Halloween is predicated on the belief that for one night of
the year the boundaries between this world and the Otherworld are lifted —
allowing chaos to enter. On this one night the spirits of those departed during
the previous year were thought to roam freely in route to their destined
Otherworld. It is no surprise then that Halloween fans have a particular
fascination in connecting with those departed souls both on October 31 and
on other nights of the year as well. To satisfy this fascination we dedicate this
issue of HallowZeen to an in-depth look at the Spiritualist Movement. We
offer three different offerings on the topic. Dawn Kroma explores the history
of the Ouija Board on pg. 4 accompanied by images of rare and distinctive
‘talking boards.’Dusti Lewars gives us an historical perspective on
Spiritualism in America (see pg. 2). Did you know that Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle was a leading supporter of the movement? Our third offering finds
Little Bernice experimenting with her own version of spiritualism (see pgs. 3
and 7).

On a personal note . . . 

On October 31st last year I returned to the source of inspiration for my love
of Halloween, Glenwood Elementary School in Waukegan, IL. Along with
two of my classmates, we traveled back in time to resurrect fragile childhood
memories and left with new, vibrant memories that showed me that
‘Sometimes, You Can Go Home Again’(see pg. 8). 

Until we meet again, Happy Halloween!



Mystics seeking answers. Women touching on empowerment.
Charlatans lusting after easy money. Depending on your
viewpoint, all of these people made up the spiritualist
movement.

Spiritualism is defined as “a system of religious beliefs
centered on the assumption that communication with the dead,
or spirits, is possible.” The movement took the European world
by storm in the mid-1800s. Following the thread of reason for
spiritualism’s wild popularity can make the researcher a little
dizzy.

The world at that time was riding the first waves of the
Industrial Revolution. Underground trains, movie projectors,
telegraphs and cars were new technologies. The repression of the
Victorian era was starting to collide with the demand for social
reforms. The new phenomenon of smog was choking the lungs
of London’s inhabitants. Women demanded political equality.
Activists called for the humane treatment of children and
prisoners. Somewhere, hidden in Whitechapel’s darkness, the
possibility of violent serial killing was being born. And on the
horizon, just distant enough to be ignored if one tried hard
enough, a war of worldwide proportions was starting to take
shape.

In the struggle against old restrictive religions and traditional
ways of working, Europeans were reaching out for new
understandings, new rules—even new sciences. Phrenology—the
study of the bumps on one’s skull—and mesmerism enjoyed a
rush of popularity as Man strove to understand the workings of
the mind. Psychology joined the fray. Investigations of the mind
were somehow reassuring. This was controllable. This could
reaffirm Man’s place in the world and, eventually, even help
argue against social reform as one type of human could be
argued to be superior to another due to solid physical evidence.
For example, men’s brains were larger than women’s, so, clearly
men were the smarter gender. No vote, no equality, no voice,
next questions please.

It should perhaps not be a surprise, then, that it was the stifled
voices of women that would first start to communicate with the
dead. 

People in Europe had a very different relationship with Death
than we ever had here in America. They wrote comedic
graveyard scenes into their novels. Lethal diseases became the
stuff of nursery rhymes. Photos were taken of the dead and kept
as mementos of loved ones. There was, from culture to culture,
an ongoing relationship with the dead, and so perhaps it makes a
sense of sorts that actual physical communication between this
world and the next should be the brainchild of America, the
baby-country with no history of art or culture to help define its
world-view.

The roots of the spiritualist movement are generally said to
have taken hold in New York, under the roof of John D. Fox. His
daughters, Katherine and Margaret, decided at the tender ages of
6-1/2 and 8 to start pretending to channel spirits. The sounds of
mysterious rapping’s was evidence enough that the girls’ powers
were real, and by the time Margaret was 13, the Fox sisters were
making public appearances to demonstrate their amazing ability
to communicate with the dead.

Eventually, Margaret would publicly admit that the whole
thing was a sham. In this, she was far more honest than her
Salem predecessors. However, the need to believe is often
greater than the need to listen, and her claims of charlatanism
did very little to stem the popularity of séances.

The sounds of knocks and thuds were impressive enough
evidence of mediumistic skill. But people have always wanted
bigger better faster, and so people on both sides of the ocean
started looking for new ways to give voice to ghostly voices. 

Automatic writing—taking a pen and letting it move free-
hand across pages of paper, hoping for messages from beyond to
appear in the scribbles—was a very popular method of
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History of the Spiritualist Movement
by Dusti Lewars



communication. Encouraging a medium to fall into a trance in
hopes of hearing unworldly voices speak from her slumbering
body, or mysterious vapors to emit from her mouth, was the
most dramatic technique available. Using photographic
equipment to attempt to capture the images of ghosts on film
was attempted. Elaborate tables were devised and constructed to
allow spirits—with the help of a human agent—to spell out
answers to questions. This method was tedious but effective, and
led to the creation of the infamous Ouija board that is still used
today by psychics and bored teenagers to reach out to the dead
in hopes of enlightenment or amusement.

Moving into the very early 1900s, spiritualism evolved just a
bit. Two girls, playing with a camera in their garden, claimed to
be photographing fairies. Today, the photos are very clearly
frauds; at the time, and true to the history of believing the
fanciful claims of young women, an amazing number of people
believed the girls were telling the truth and embraced this as yet
more proof that there is more going on around us than our
practical minds can bear to consider.

Looking at the history of spiritualism, it can be a little
difficult to see how anyone could take all of this seriously. How
could superstition be mixed with science to create as powerful a
movement as spiritualism—something that would exist, in varied
forms, for nearly 200 years? The list of supporters and believers
in spiritualism is, frankly, staggering. Walt Whitman and Charles
Dickens experimented with trance. Quaker abolitionists Isaac
and Amy Post loudly supported the work of mediums and
channeled spirits themselves. One of the most surprising
supporters of the movement was Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.
Creator of Sherlock Holmes, military hero, medical doctor, and
at one time the most well paid author in England, Doyle moved
from skeptic to believer and became one of the most influential
advocates of mediums and fairy-photographers. He self-
published numerous works on the field and lost the friendship of
magician Harry Houdini, who fought just as hard to disprove the
power of mediums as Doyle fought to support them.

In the end, a belief in spiritualism is about hope. Hope that we
can continue to have a relationship with those that have passed
away. Hope that, even when the world around is in chaotic flux,
there is something beyond all of this that connects our souls and
minds. Hope that we have a voice above and beyond our gender,
social position, or age. Hope that there is still magic in this
world. And if we can just find the right way to reach out, we can
touch the hem of all the supernatural fancies we dream of
encountering.
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The first “talking boards” appeared in Europe in the mid
1800s. The first patent discovered came from London in 1854.
Applied for by Adolphus Theodore Wagner, the device was
known as a “Psychograph,” which was meant to work on the
nervous electricity of a person flowing through his fingertips
from his mind and spelling out the letters of words onto a board
through a device. There is no mention of spirits, so Mr. Wagner
apparently felt that the information came from within one’s self. 

Following that patent there are accounts of other talking board
type devices known as “dial-plates.” A contemporary account
from the era describes a dial plate as this…

“…. consists of a little table with a moveable top, eighteen
inches in diameter, turning freely on an axle, like a wheel.
On its edge are traced, as upon a dial plate, the letters of the
alphabet, the numerals, and the words “yes” and “no.” In
the centre is a fixed needle. The medium places his fingers on
this table, which turns and stops when the desired letters is
brought up under the needle. The letters thus indicated being
written down one after the other words and phrases are
obtained, often with great rapidity.”

The Spiritualism Movement continued to grow and gained
favor in America. It has often been noted that Spiritualism
becomes more popular around the turn of each century.
Theologists and philosophers have considered the reason for this
increase in popularity, which usually occurs over a 10-20 year
span. Many believe it is due to Man’s innate curiosity or even
fear as to what is coming with the next century. Soothsayers
often choose this time frame to proclaim the end of the world
and spiritualists and mediums of all calibers are kept busy
reassuring the people.

In 1890 seven men came together and created a company, the
Kennard Novelty Company. The patent number, 446,054 on the
Ouija “Egyptian Luck Board” was applied for on March 28,
1890. The actual trademark, (No. 18,919) on the name OUIJA
was granted to the Kennard Novelty Company February 3, 1891.
The seven men who formed the company were Charles Kennard,
Harry Welles Rusk, Colonel Washington Bowie, Elijah J. Bond,
William H. A. Maupin, the elusive E.C. Reiche, and of course,
William Fuld. Fuld is considered the true inventor of the board,
although he had the least money to put into the company.
Kennard owned the land and had the most money, yet, he was
not considered a wise businessman and by the end of 1891 he
had been removed from the company. By 1892 the company had
moved and the name officially changed to the Ouija Novelty
Company. Although few people think of the Kennard name
when they think of Ouija, at least two Kennard named boards
preceded that of the William Fuld titled board.

The Ralph E. Sylvestre & Co. Catalog for spiritualists &
mediums mentions the following about the 1890 Kennard board:

What is it? "Ouija" prophesies, forewarns and advises, as
well as prefigures one's destiny. "Ouija's" revelation of what
was, what is, and what is to come, rival the Delphic Oracles.
The curtain is lifted, revealing the secrets of that debatable
land between matter and spirit, and nature's laws have no
control over this marvelous instrument. The Unknown Land
seems almost within our grasp, and the scientific mind
strives to comprehend just where this borderland lies. 

The "Ouija" is without a doubt the most interesting,
remarkable and mysterious production of the 20th century.
Its operations are always interesting and frequently
invaluable, answering, as it does, questions concerning the
past, present and future with marvelous accuracy. The
English Journal, "Light," says: "It certainly seems a readier
method of communication than the planchette." Price: $1.50

Spirits at Your Fingertips:
Ouija & Those Mysterious Talking Boards

by Dawn Kroma

The board that started it all. It was made by the Kennard Novelty Co.
in 1891. It was made with 5 boards side by side and backed by 2

boards to hold it all together. 

The Ouija Queen Board was made by the American Novelty Co.



Ultimately the company split up for varying reasons and
William Fuld and his brother Isaac opened a very short lived
(one year) business making Ouija boards, leasing the name from
one of Fuld’s former partners. Isaac was to be a thorn in
William’s side frequently thereafter, often copying and selling
other versions of the Ouija under upstart companies of his own.

By 1905, William Fuld was in business making Ouija Boards
in various designs and incarnations. He continued the business
until his untimely demise falling off the top of his factory in
1927. His children carried on with the company, until the
business was sold to Parker Brothers in 1966. Today the Ouija
name is owned by Hasbro.

But Ouija is certainly not the only American talking board!
There were many boards made of the years, including home
versions and rare versions of which there are few, if any, in
circulation. It is probably fair to say that there are hundreds of
different styles of boards, both vintage and modern in existence.

The 1940s saw a resurgence in interest in talking boards and
they poured out of factories. Exotic boards with Swami’s,
witches, Egyptians, even Halloween themes can be found.
Several designs were made on a fiberboard that could also serve
as a serving tray. Popular brands of talking boards from this time
period include Haskelite, Gift Craft, American Novelty, E.S.
Lowe, Lee Industries and others. Today there are many beautiful
boards being produced. Look on EBay for some of these
wonderful handcrafted items!
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The Hasko Mystic Board was made by the Haskelite Manufacturing
Corp. in the 1940's. 

The Cardinal's Swami Board was made by Cardinal Industries, Inc. continued on page 6

How To Use An Ouija Board

These are the original instructions on using an Ouija board. 

"Place the board upon the knees of two persons, lady and
gentleman preferred, with the small table upon the board.
Place the fingers lightly but firmly, without pressure, upon
the table so as to allow it to move easily and freely. In from
one to five minutes the tablet will commence to move, at
first slowly, then faster, and will be then able to talk or
answer questions, which it will do rapidly by touching the
printed words or the letters necessary to form words and
sentences with the foreleg or pointer.

2nd - Care should be taken that one person only should ask
questions at a time, so as to avoid confusion, and the
questions should be put plainly and accurately.

3rd - To obtain the best results it is important that the
persons present should concentrate their minds upon the
matter in question and avoid other topics. Have no one at
the table who will not sit seriously and respectfully. If you
use it in a frivolous spirit, asking ridiculous questions,
laughing over it, you naturally get undeveloped influences
around you.

4th - The Ouija is a great mystery, and we do not claim to
give exact directions for its management, neither do we
claim that at all times and under all circumstances it will
work equally well. But we do claim and guarantee that with
reasonable patience and judgment it will more than satisfy
your greatest expectation."

5th - In putting the table together wet the tops of the legs,
and drive them firmly into the table. Care should be taken
that they are firm and tight.

6th - The board should be kept smooth and free from dust
and moisture, as all depends upon the ease with which the
feet of the table can glide over the surface of the board.
Rubbing with a dry silk handkerchief just before use is
advised.

WM. FULD
INVENTOR AND MANUFACTURER

GAMES - PARLOR POOL TABLES - COLLAPSIBLE KITES
THE MYSTIFYING "ORACLE" TALKING BOARD, Etc
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Today you will hear many superstitions about demons or dark
spirits in the board and things that you should or should not do,
how to “open” or “close” the board, how to dispose of the board,
and other things. Many people say that the worst thing you can
do is use a board by itself. Conservative Christians claim that it
is the Devil’s device and should be avoided at all costs. Many
other people will tell you that it is just a game. 

I suggest that if you are concerned at all about its use, you
look into the web sites available on the Ouija, read up on it and
then make your informed decision on using the board. But, after
all, on the other hand, what is wrong with having a little fun?

Sources:
http://www.cryptique.com/
http://www.museumoftalkingboards.com/
http://www.djmcadam.com/ouija.htm

Spirits at Your Fingertips - continued from page 5

This Ouija Board was made by William Fuld Baltimore, MD.
It is from 1925 and has a copyright date of 1919 marked on the back.

The Planchette is marked 1915. 
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Never again on a Halloween night
Will I ever go near a graveyard site.
For when last I did, this is what I saw
Zombie-like creatures, large and small,
Ascending from their graves, one by one,
Moaning and groaning in unison,
Wandering about like flocks of blind sheep,
Relieved to be awakened from years of dead sleep.

Having never seen corpses upright before,
Much less, decomposed, I viewed them in horror.
And seeing skeletons still wearing their coffin best,
Did very little to slow the heart in my chest
From rapidly pounding all due to the fright
That overwhelmed my being this October night.

But just when I was about to flee from these grounds,
Agruesome figure appeared with two gutless hounds
That, also, had been entombed for many-a-day,
Heading socket-less eyes, too, smelling of decay.

While the mongrels wagged their tails of bones in glee,
This one ghoulish member of the vast cemetery
Started, with a wave of his badly deformed hand,
The humming of fright songs only dead understand.

And they did so to the music played by a dire crew,
Who never played instruments or their notes, too.
And what I saw more horrific and not by chance,
Most of the dead paired off and began to dance.

The musicians played tunes only partners could hear,
Each woman was a princess, each man a cavalier,
Waltzing and fast-stepping as they once did in life

When many lived together as husband and wife.

From behind a tombstone, I was watching all of this
When a depraved youth spied me, sputtering a hiss,
Alerting all ghastly heads to look toward my place,
Frightening me so, sheer terror disfigured my face.

From all sides, they came with frothy mouths agape,
Circling my being so as no way could I escape,
And deny them their craving for the blood in my veins,
They would be sipping along with my flesh and brains.

Conceding the fact I was their Halloween treat
And their numbers too many for me to defeat,
My only recourse was to resist to the end
Their attempts to devour me like some uncooked hen.

Soon as one reached out to claw away at my clothes,
I crazily fought back fisting defending blows
For I had no intention to be like all these knaves
That death confined eternally to spooky-like graves.

Just about the time I thought my end was near,
Their assaults abruptly stopped, just why was unclear.
Then, I recalled what living dead feared most at night,
Which, was, now, the obvious presence of raying daylight.

Hurriedly, they shuffled back to their former state
While I, as quickly, exited passed burial ground’s gate,
Vowing never again to ever be seen
Lurking about cemeteries during Halloween.

© 2003 Michael J. Smajda

ONE HALLOWEEN NIGHT By Michael J. Smajda
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On October 31, 2003 the well-worn adage by Thomas
Wolfe—“you can’t go home again”— proved to be incorrect.
For on that day, accompanied by two of my grade school
classmates, I returned to my roots and attended the annual
Halloween festivities at my childhood elementary school,
Glenwood Grammar School in Waukegan, IL. The experience
was surreal. Allow me to share my story.

Like nearly all the adults I know who love Halloween, my
love for the holiday began as a child. Maybe it was the time of
year. Witnessing the transformation of the world left me in a
state of euphoria. Growing up in the Midwest I remember the air
being crisp and infused with the intoxicating smell of burning
leaves. The palette of warm, vibrant colors—orange, red, brown,
and gold—that painted the landscape brought the world alive
like no other time of year. The sound of rustling leaves was the
auditory sign that the seasons were changing. This was a time
for magic and mystery. And with it came the treasured customs
and rituals of Halloween—trick-or-treat, carving pumpkins,
decorating my house, going to costume parties. My very favorite
event was the costume parade and party at my grade school, for
it was to be my once-a-year chance to escape the confinement of
childhood, abandon my inhibitions and play to my hearts’
content. It was the 1960s and the “Camelot” feel brought on by
President Kennedy left the country in a state of euphoric bliss.
Like Halloween itself, there was innocence in how we viewed
life, which was, unfortunately, destined to be short lived. 

Over the years I always recalled my childhood memories of
Halloween with great affection. After all, it was these early
experiences that lead me to write my doctoral dissertation on
Halloween, eventually founding the Global Halloween Alliance.
Stopping by my grammar school after a high school reunion last
August, my mind wondered back to these years filled with
magic. Do they still celebrate Halloween in the grand style of
the 1960s? Do they still do the costume parade? The party? Do
they decorate in the hallowed colors of orange and black? Or,
has the school succumb to misguided parental concerns that
Halloween is anything but a day reserved for all manor of fun
and frolic? I simply HAD to know the answers to these
questions! 

To my surprise and delight, upon contacting the school, the
receptionist enthusiastically shared with me that Halloween was
alive and well at Glenwood Grammar School, thanks in large
part to their principal Robert Moran. Besides the costume parade
and party on the Friday prior to Halloween, the school also
sponsored a popular Fall Fest in October. My curiosity was
piqued—I had to see this for myself! 

Halloween fell on the last Friday in October in 2003 so the
main event was on the ‘high’ holiday proper. This proved a good
omen for the adventure we were in store for. The day was
reminiscent of the 1960s, a sunny, crisp day and glorious
autumnal colors everywhere the eye could see. When my two
classmates—Judy (Schmidt) Kanka and Cheryl (Busch) Miller—
and I arrived, the energy emanating from the school was
hypnotic. 

Sometimes, You Can Go Home Again!
by Rochelle Santopoalo

About to enter our childhood grammar school, we eagerly anticipate
rekindling childhood memories (l-r: Cheryl (Busch) Miller, Rochelle

Santopoalo, Judy (Schmidt) Kanka).

The student essays on 'What we like about Halloween!' confirmed that
Halloween was alive and well at our alma mater.



After receiving visitors passes, we wandered the school halls
that decades ago we knew by heart. We came upon a fifth grade
class and struck up a conversation with the teacher. We shared
with her that we were alumni from the 1960s, back to rekindle
childhood memories. Moments after returning to her class, she
beckoned us in to her room, explaining her students were eager
to meet us and hear what it was like to attend the school ‘back
then.’ We were only too glad to oblige. The ensuing conversation
was a rapid-fire exchange of questions and answers that clearly
showed us that while time moved on, the innocence of childhood
remained intact. The overhead announcement marking the
beginning of the costume parade brought our encounter to an
abrupt end as we returned to the hall. What we witnessed was
magic—hundreds of costumed children lined up against the
school walls barely able to contain their excitement at the
prospect of strutting their fanciful costumes for their classmates
to see. This was what we had come for. The three of us gasped
at this incredible display of childhood memories brought back to
life. It was as if the decades separating us from our own
experience as children melted away leaving us with a haunting
feeling of deja vu and a feeling of exhilaration. 

Outside we joined the parade as the children snaked around
the perimeter of the school eventually leading to the climax—the
haunted hallway. The staff took great pride and pleasure in the
children’s screams of delight as class after class navigated the
darkened corridor with brave trepidation. I have to admit, there
were some scary moments! 

With the children back in their classes enjoying refreshments
and eagerly sharing what was their favorite part of the Halloween
festivities, we strolled through the remaining section of the school.
To my hearts’ delight every classroom was overflowing with
images of Halloween. In one corridor we saw a display of student
essays on ‘What we like about Halloween!’ As we stopped to read
the documents I recalled my experience as a fifth grader when I
entered a writing contest for the school district. The topic was
‘The History of Halloween.’ It was my first recollection of
seeking a reference for an assignment. I told them how I
discovered a book on Halloween at our local book mobile and the
power of that moment. Little did I know that the same thrill of
discovery would repeat itself decades later as I researched literary
sources for my dissertation at Northwestern University’s
quintessential gothic Deering Library in Evanston, IL. 

The time had come for our visit to come to an end. We bid
our hosts farewell with a promise to return next Halloween.
There was a chill in the afternoon air as we left our beloved
grade school. We spoke with excitement of how we wished our
fellow classmates could have joined our sojourn. As we crossed
the street to return to our cars, I was overcome with a sense of
contentment that has always eluded me. You see, together we
traveled back in time to resurrect fragile memories while
creating new ones. With surprising candor I blurted out to my
dearest childhood friends that ‘I can now die a happy woman.’
And I meant every word.
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Having survived the 'haunted hallway', we pose with Grand Puba of
Halloween at Glenwood School, Principal Robert Moran

The annual parade at the Halloween festivities was
even better than we remembered.

Some memories are best shared with an old childhood friend.
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Does your Halloween Party need resuscitation??

Bring your party back to life with . . .  

Published by Global Halloween Alliance • Order online at www.PartyHalloween.com
Questions? Email us at info@halloweenalliance.com

Inside PartyHalloween, 

we'll show you how to:

• Lure guests to your party with festive Halloween invitations.
We’ll show you how to make the first impression memorable with
incredible Halloween party invitations. (see p. 6)

• Infuse your party with Halloween spirit using simple Halloween
decorations. Nothing makes any environment more festive than
having nice looking Halloween decorations. Inside PartyHalloween,
we’ll show how to get the most from decor that offers impact and a
fun time for all. (see p. 12)

• Stand out at any costume party with one of 30 Halloween
costume ideas. We give you the inside scoop on some of the hottest
Halloween costumes for this Halloween season. Some of these ideas
could easily help you win ANY Halloween costume contest. (see p. 20)

• Feed your guests like family with our delicious Halloween recipes
such as a Full Body Party Buffet. (see p. 60) Or, how ’bout an Eyeball
Feast? (p. 61). No matter what you want to serve up your guests,
we’ve got amazing choices.

• Kick up the fun-factor a few notches with Halloween ghoulish
games. No party is complete without some fun games to get your
party go-ers in the right frame of mind. Our adult-oriented games are
sure to have your attendees talking about it for the rest of the year. 
(see p. 34)

PartyHalloween: An adult’s guide to fun, fright and frolic! tells you
exactly what to do to throw the best Halloween party your guests have
ever attended. You’ll get Halloween Invitations, Decorations, Costumes,
Games, and Food ideas in PartyHalloween! all in one convenient
publication.

Available as an instant download online

at www.PartyHalloween.com

Order now and receive two bonus reports:

•Xtreme Halloween Party

by Goremeister John L. Burton

•Horror Hotel Dining Room Menu

by Master Artist David R. Lady

This unique eBook is jam

packed with awesome ideas

that will make your

Halloween party more fun

than a barrel of ghouls! 
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“Trick-or-Treat for UNICEF” — 
Children for Change

For 54 years, children have demonstrated their power to
promote change through “Trick-or-Treat for UNICEF,” which
commenced in 1950 when a group of young Philadelphia trick-
or-treaters, along with their pastor, began the tradition of
knocking on doors for UNICEF on Halloween. Their ultimate
goal was not only to satisfy a sweet tooth, but also to help
children in need overseas. By holding out empty milk cartons,
they collected $17 and sent it to UNICEF. The change collected
that day has resulted in a national education and fundraising
campaign galvanized by kids across the U.S., that has improved
the lives of millions of children around the world. 

“Trick-or-Treat for UNICEF” offers children the chance to
gain a meaningful experience during Halloween festivities, while
still having fun. By first learning about the needs of children
worldwide, and then filling the orange UNICEF collection box,
children in the United States raise money to help children
worldwide, and, in the process, learn the important role they can
play in helping each other. 

To help support the “Trick-or-Treat for UNICEF” campaign
this year, the Pier 1 and IKEA will be distributing the traditional
orange “Trick-or-Treat for UNICEF” box throughout the month
of October. Donations can also be made through Coinstar, Inc.,
which owns and operates a network of self-service coin counting
machines in major chains nationwide. Coinstar makes it easy to
give to the UNICEF program by accepting direct donations
through its network of machines 365 days a year. 

Boxes and free educational materials will be available starting
August 11 and can be ordered by calling 800-4UNICEF or by
logging on to www.unicefusa.org. 

The Annual Halloween Art Exhibit 2004

The 2004 exhibit is moving from the Wicker Park area and
will take part in the growing arts community and Annual
October Arts Walk of Pilsen. We are expanding the size and
dimension of the show. More space will be available for more
artists to participate and more performances will be available for
our visitor’s enjoyment. We encourage old and new Halloween
connoisseurs and artists to check out the newly updated website
at www.halloweenartexhibit.com. New for 2004 will be our
Halloween Photo Exhibit exploring captured moments of the
holiday.

Producer Scott Jackson and Director Jessica Kronika recently
attended the Halloween, Costume and Party Convention at
Rosemont Convention Center in Rosemont, IL. Among the
businesses and organizations contacted were Pumpkin Masters,
the International Association of Halloween Attractions, LaFond:
Sculptor and Haunted Prop creator, Fantasia Costumes Postcard
Images, and a fortunate meeting with Dee Snider of Twisted
Sister developed into discussion of a possible comic
collaboration.

Coming in 2005 explore the celebration of Halloween since
the early 1900s through our display of Halloween toys,
photographs, postcards, publications, and memorabilia. If you
are a collector of Halloween Memorabilia interested in
exhibiting a portion of your collection in the Halloween Art
Exhibit, please contact HAE Director, Jessica Kronika. 

The Chicago Cultural
Center is reviewing our 2004
Catalogue for coordination of a
future exhibit. The Annual
Halloween Art Exhibit featured
at the Chicago Cultural Center
TBA! We will keep you posted
on developments.

Right: Close-up of from the new
Halloween Photo exhibit. 

Photo Circa 1920.

BOO BIZ
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Halloween Postal Stamp Campaign

To get a postal stamp issued from the United States Postal Service (USPS) we need to start by writing a letter to the committee that reviews requests. 

Here s what you can do:

• photocopy the letter below;

• distribute copies to anyone who loves Halloween and ask them to print their name & address and sign the letter;

• individuals may send their letter directly to the Advisory Committee or you may collect the completed letters and send them 

as a group;

• if you would like this letter in a petition format that allows many people to sign, just contact our office at 847.328.3605 (CST) and we ll forward

one to you or you may download a petition in a pdf format at our website, www.halloweenalliance.com.

While there s no guarantee the Citizens  Stamp Advisory Committee will approve our request, this is the first, and very important, step in the process.

We need to be patient as the Committee receives 40,000 stamp proposals annually even more reason why a collective effort is needed!

Citizens  Stamp Advisory Committee
United States Postal Service
475 L Enfant Plaza SW Room 4474E
Washington, D. C. 20260-2437

Greetings!
I am writing to suggest the U. S. Postal Service issue a Halloween Commemorative Stamp. There are
many good reasons why Halloween deserves its own postal stamp.

• Halloween is an American tradition spanning over 150 years. Since being introduced in the 1840s
by Irish and Scottish immigrants, Americans have embraced the celebration of Halloween as both a
private and a community event.

• Halloween is the second most popular holiday in America. It is celebrated by millions of Americans
each year and is increasing in popularity.

• Halloween is one holiday all Americans can celebrate regardless of age, race, religion, or ethnicity.
• No Halloween stamp exists in America. Close in concept, the Universal Monster Stamps released in 

October 1997 were extremely popular though not specific to Halloween. In contrast, three countries
have paid homage to Halloween with commemorative stamps Canada, Great Britain and Ireland.
We need one too!

Thank you for considering my request. 

Happy Halloween! 

Name

Signature

Address

City/State/Zip

Date

Halloween Postal Stamp Campaign
Celebrate Halloween-The Great American Play Day!
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Discover the possibilitiesExplore the fantasy

Here fans will find an amazing variety of articles on Halloween. 
Each issue is packed with interesting articles including celebrity

profiles, collectibles, community celebrations, decorating and party
ideas, how-to projects, and personal stories.

All 16 issues are available to purchase online. For the serious
Halloween fan, order the Deluxe Halloween Gift Pack which includes

all 16 issues for one low price. With the final issue of Happy
Halloween Magazine (Volume 5, Issue 2/3) being printed in

Autumn 2002, this publication is destined to be a collector’s item.
Don’t wait... order now!

HAPPY HALLOWEEN MAGAZINE IS A HALLOWEEN LOVERS DREAM COME TRUE!

Available Exclusively from Global Halloween Alliance
Order online at www.halloweenalliance.com


